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About Tecsewsupply boat builders, importers
and private owners with high quality products

to enhance and protect their boats

These guys are professional, easy to 
deal with and have a ‘can-do’ attitude. 
They deliver on time with a fi st class 
service and excellent quality in their 
products. Our customers find the 3  
CAD technology useful as they can 
clearly see what they are getting to 
suit their own sailing requirements. 
Good attention to detail and great 
aftersales service make them, in our 
view, the best in the business!

Richard Hewett    
Clipper Marine | Director

‘‘
We have a very strong company ethos and pride ourselves on 

outstanding customer service.  We use cutting edge technology and 

design to achieve improved quality and consistency, reduced delivery 

times and to offer an increased range of products and services.

Our in house developed 3D CAD design process has received 

worldwide recognition, with Tecsew being regarded as a world leader 

in the field of boat anvas CAD design.  This unique process has 

enabled Tecsew to push the boundaries of design and manufacturing 

to produce better products optimised for performance.  

We are able to provide CAD visualisations for most projects, enabling 

the client to fine tune the design and ensu e there are no surprises 

when the project is completed.   Our many years in the industry provide 

us with a wealth of enviable knowledge enabling us to work together 

with our clients to provide fi st class advice, along with the best in 

product build and design.  

We are able to design and manufacture canopies and covers to our 

clients’ exact specifi ations. Our range of computer software has a 

huge impact on the way we design products; the CAD software uses 

a broad spectrum of digital technology to assist our designers in 

producing high specifi ation designs, consistently, within budget and 

on time, every time.

With over 30 years experience we know what designs work, what gives 

them the edge, and how to service contracts.  We go the extra mile to 

complete contracts to the correct specifi ation and standard.  Tecsew 

works to 100% excellence as standard and no job is too big or small.  

Our can do attitude and our innovative vision combined with pride in 

our work and commitment to customer service is what sets Tecsew 

apart.

We are well known within the industry for our unique approach and 

our personal touch.  Tecsew has always been, and still is, the chosen 

supplier for many UK yacht importers working on leading brands.

Private clients can be assured of the same level of service and quality 

of product that we fit on many eading brands, together with customer 

service that is second to none.
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Tailored to perfection
Sprayhoods | A sprayhood needs to be functional whilst enhancing 

the look of the boat. We have over 30 years experience doing just this, 

working with many UK importers, dealers, boat builders and private 

customers. Since 2009, we have been utilising our own in house 3D 

CAD design process to take sprayhood design to another level. All our 

sprayhoods are fit ed with zipped pockets, heavy duty frameworks and 

fittings as tandard. 

Cockpit Enclosures | Whether a sailing yacht or motor cruiser, Tecsew 

should be your fi st choice for functional, well designed cockpit 

enclosures. A Tecsew designed cockpit enclosure will protect the 

cockpit and crew whilst enhancing the lines of the boat.  Our enclosures 

come with a zipped stowage valise, and heavy duty frame and fittings a  

standard.

Bimini | Tecsew manufactures all its biminis to the highest possible 

standards. CAD design ensures that operation of winches and clearance 

of sheets is assured. Features such as a helm window, internal roll 

up blind and neck shade panel are included together with a zipped 

stowage valise. Our biminis exude quality; there is a “difference” and 

if you compare our work those differences become apparent. Quality 

frameworks and fabrics such as Sunbrella Plus ensure good service 

and, as with all our manufactured frameworks, all fittings a e riveted 

with stainless rivets.

Bimini  Conversion | Tecsew has been manufacturing bimini 

conversions for many years. We can design a bimini on a sailing or 

motor yacht to take zip attached panels which will fully enclose the 

cockpit, thus extending and protecting the “live aboard” area of your 

boat whilst offering a panoramic feel. If it’s suitable, we can also convert 

an existing bimini. The ability to produce CAD renders enables the 

client to get a feel for the product and be involved in the design, fin  

detailing window profi es and zip positions.  This product has become 

very popular especially with clients wanting to take their boat to warmer 

climates in the future. The main concept is that when the conversion 

panels are removed you have a fully functioning bimini, giving protection 

from the sun whilst enabling the boat to be properly sailed. This is very 

different to a cockpit enclosure with the sides zipped off.

Tonneau Covers | Tecsew manufactures and supplies premium tonneau 

covers for sailing yachts and motor boats. Our fit ed tonneau covers are 

top options for discerning boat owners who need cover and protection 

for their craft. These covers are ideal to protect your investment from 

the elements and keep your cockpit or flybridge hidden, dry, c ean and 

secure. All are designed with durability in mind. 
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Designed to last
Stackpacks | Stackpacks, used in conjunction with lazyjacks, enable 

easy furling and stowage of a mainsail.  Stackpacks are becoming 

more popular these days, superseding sail covers due to ease of use.  

A stackpack needs to be well reinforced and made from a quality fabric 

such as Sunbrella Plus, which comes as standard with our stackpacks.  

They are usually manufactured with a separate boot section which 

wraps around the mast.  A stackpack either slides in under the bolt 

rope of the sail or slides into the groove on the boom and can then be 

zipped closed.

Boat Awnings | Tecsew can design bespoke custom boat awnings 

to complement the look of your craft whilst providing the required 

protection from the sun.  Using our state-of-the-art 3D CAD design 

process, we can offer the best in design together with premium 

material and a level of customer service which is second to none.

Marine Upholstery | Tecsew manufactures exterior upholstery for 

discerning boat owners and yacht importers alike. They know our 

product and trust us to give them the comfort they require onboard.  

We manufacture cockpit cushions, sunbathing mattresses and helm 

cushions in a wide choice of hardwearing, marine suitable fabrics.  

We use quality foams and offer an upgrade to “Eazi Dry” foam.  All 

cushions are zipped and piping can be added if required.

Other Boat Canvas work | We manufacture all manner of bespoke 

boat canvas work which will protect your investment and enhance your 

enjoyment of your boat.  Examples include:

• Boom Tents

• Tender covers

• Wheel covers

• Wheel and pedestal covers

• Hatch and windscreen covers
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I am truly amazed at the quality 
of this canopy. The 3D system 
was a huge bonus in allowing 
us to make any tweaks, but 
because the design was SO 
good we did not make any 
changes.

I believe Tecsew are the only 
company to offer this service.

Alan Cosby | Hunton | XRS 37

Their customer service and attention to detail, from 
our initial enquiry through to delivery and installation, 
is a credit to the whole team - from John, who we met 
only a few weeks ago to discuss our initial enquiry, 
to Ally, who has always responded very promptly 
to our queries, and then the manufacturing and 
installation team, who have provided us with a superb 
quality product and fit, designed o meet with our 
requirements. A very proactive, “can do” company. 

Jo & Jim Smith | JellyBean | Dufour 405GL

The Difference
Tecsew designs and manufactures boat covers, supplying builders and 
importers as well as private owners.

Our world leading CAD design process was developed in house to push 
the boundaries of boat canvas design. We can take our own CAD survey, 
or work with manufacturer supplied fi es, enabling us to produce 
CAD renders detailing the design before a frame is bent or canvas is 
cut.  The CAD renders ensure that the product fit ed meets the client’s 
expectation, as we do not start production until the client has signed off 
the design.

We have developed an extensive CAD library of designs over the years, 
with many shown on our searchable website www.tecsew.com.  Nearly 
all standard designs are available for self fitting and e export to most 
of Europe. 

Our investment in new, state-of-the-art manufacturing machinery, 
along with our use of the best materials available, allows us to 
dramatically increase product quality, durability, specifi ation and long 
lasting good looks.

Tecsew is renowned across the leisure boating world for its ability to 
service trade contracts and meet the expectations of private clients.  
With our outstanding customer service and our flair or design, we 
should be your fi st choice.

We take pride in ensuring accurate production of functional products, 
which enhance, rather than detract from, a boat’s appearance, 
improving quality and consistency and reducing delivery times.

Based in Gosport, Tecsew is ideally located to cover the southern 
boating area, from Lymington, to Hamble, and along to the Chichester 
area.  Tecsew makes no additional charge for measuring and fitting a  
marinas between Chichester and Lymington.

‘‘ ‘‘
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We have a very strong company ethos.  We use cutting edge 

technology and design to achieve:

• Improved quality and consistency

• Reduced delivery time

We have a very strong company ethos.  We use cutting edge 

technology and design to achieve:

• Improved quality and consistency

• Reduced delivery time

• An increasing range of products and services

• Improvements to our already outstanding customer service

Tecsew is a ‘can do’ organisation, pleased to make clients’ visions a 

reality, delivering unique designs, without compromise. 

With years of experience, we know what designs work, what gives 

them the edge, and how to service contracts – going the extra mile to 

complete contracts to the correct specifi ation and standard.

We consistently deliver high quality and constantly 
work to reduce delivery times. We promise good 
customer service and to continually increase the 
range of products and services we provide. We use a 
range of up to date programmes, which have a huge 
impact on the way we design products. 

The CAD (Computer Aided Design) programme uses 
a wide range of computer-based tools to assist our 
designers in producing high specifi ation designs. 
Consistently. On time. Within budget. Every time.

John Bland | Tecsew | Managing Director
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Why can’t you put a modern 

cockpit enclosure on a small, 

traditional yacht? Kieran Flatt 

met a man who can

H
ave you ever fancied one 

of those neat, zip-up 

cockpit awnings that look 

so snug when a chill breeze 

blows through the anchorage, 

with great big window panels 

so you can still enjoy the view? 

If you’ve ever used one, you’ll 

know how good they are.

I’ve wanted one for years, 

but three marine canvasmakers 

talked me out of it. They could 

make it, sure, but the cost 

would be prohibitive. And they 

wouldn’t, anyway, because I’d 

be disappointed with the result. 

Just accept it, they said. That 

sort of cockpit enclosure doesn’t 

work on small, skinny boats. 

Have a boom tent instead. 

It wasn’t bad advice. There are 

many reasons why you rarely 

see modern cockpit enclosures 

on boats like mine. You can’t 

have full standing headroom 

inside – it would create too 

much windage, making her 

skittish on moorings and at 

anchor. Besides, it would look 

ridiculous. And you can’t sail a 

small yacht to windward with 

a cockpit awning rigged, not 

comfortably at least. You’d have 

to re-route the mainsheet, too, 

and move the primary 

winches, which is a big 

job. And you’d have to 

crane your neck out 

the side to see what 

the sails are doing. 

Fair enough, 

but I didn’t want 

any of that. Sitting 

headroom is plenty 

for lounging at anchor and I had 

no intention of sailing inside a 

plastic canvas cocoon. And I’d 

spent enough time shivering 

under a tarpaulin in Cleave
r’s 

cockpit to know that I wanted an 

enclosure, not a boom tent.  

The truth is, there are other 

reasons for a canvasmaker to 

turn away this sort of job. It’s 

easier to produce canvas for a 

yacht that was designed on a 

computer and built in a factory 

than for an old boat that was 

drawn and built by hand and 

eye. Without a decent set of 

plans, the job must be done the 

old-fashioned way: spending 

a day on the boat, building 

a mock-up with bamboo, 

A room 
with a 
view

Designing it

John tweaks the design for the umpteenth time. It’s much easier to 

do this if you can get an AutoCAD file of the boat from the builder

I was warned that it was folly to put a modern canopy 

on a 28ft Twister, but it works well and looks good

Tecsew’s small factory uses hi-tech 

machinery alongside traditional skills

TRIED AND TESTED

Kieran Flatt reports on a new design process for custom-made awnings, covers and canvaswork

Making it
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After a full season of use, I’m completely 

convinced. John Bland’s new way of designing 

complex, custom-made cockpit enclosures may 

not work out cheaper for the customer, but in 

my view it’s certainly better. And judging by this commission, 

and the other canvaswork they’ve done for me since, Tecsew’s 

craftsmanship is beyond reproach. 

our VErDICT

Pros

■  Customers get to be 

fully involved in the 

design process

■  Reduced risk of 

getting it wrong

■  Top-quality materials

■  Reasonable price 

■  Good craftsmanship

Cons

■  This design process is unique 

to Hampshire-based Tecsew at 

the time of writing

■  You’ll need a new sprayhood, 

too. It’s impractical to adapt 

and re-use an old one

■  You will have only yourself to 

blame if the design’s not right!

10/10

tape and string, then taking 

measurements from that. 

Size matters, too. A small- 

boat awning demands more  

thought and precision than  

a big one, yet the customer 

expects to pay less. 

I was taken aback last year 

when John Bland, of Tecsew, 

agreed to give it a go. No sticks 

and string for him, though. John 

had hi-tech tricks up his sleeve.  

A few years ago, John would 

have turned me 

down. Tecsew was 

working flat-out 

making canvas for 

brand-new boats 

(Beneteaus and 

Jeanneaus, among 

others), using 

AutoCAD design 

software and 

computer-driven machine tools. 

But when the recession slowed 

the flood of new-boat contract 

work, John’s hi-tech operation 

had to go back into one-off jobs 

on older boats. The solution came 

from Europe, in a briefcase. (He 

asked us not to print a photo, as 

it’s a trade secret.) 

‘It actually takes longer to do 

it this way,’ John explained as 

he stood in Cleave
r’s cockpit, 

sketching a sprayhood out of 

thin air with a stylus connected 

by wire to his magic briefcase, 

which outputs the design as an 

AutoCAD file. ‘The real benefit is 

that you can show clients exactly 

what you’re doing and involve 

them in the design process.’ 

I felt very involved. To get the 

sprayhood right, we measured 

the extent of my field of vision 

Price £4,078 including VAT

Contact Tecsew

Web www.tecsew.com

from five helming positions and 

factored in the four-inch difference 

between my height of eye and my 

wife’s. We considered how the 

view from the helm would change 

as the boat heeled. We traced 

the top of my head as I climbed 

out of the hatch 

and measured my 

reach from cockpit 

to grabrails on the 

coachroof. 

We discussed 

fabrics in depth – 

John was involved 

in a Portsmouth 

University research 

project on UV degradation of 

marine canvas. We debated 

mainsheet arrangements, 

headsail sheet and furler leads, 

winch handle length, what to do 

about the tiller and the vexed 

issue, as always, of stowage. 

So many variables… my brain 

began to backfire. But it all made 

sense when John emailed me 

some 3D graphics of the awning 

he’d designed, sitting atop 

Cleave
r’s cockpit, enabling me 

to ponder the design from all 

angles, inside and out. 

It looked very impressive on 

screen but I was half-expecting 

to find something wrong with 

it during the first season of use 

– something that I’d failed to 

mention, or forgotten to consider. 

I was wrong. It’s practically 

perfect. We started cruising 

early this season and plan to 

keep going till Christmas. We’ve 

spent less time in marinas and 

more time at anchor. It takes one 

person five minutes to deploy, or 

to pack up into a neat 4ft x 1ft 6in 

sausage, which stows easily in the 

forepeak when we’re under way. 

Winter maintenance is less of 

a chore with a bright, dry space 

to work in, and leaving the main 

hatch open to ventilate the cabin 

reduce condensation and mildew. 

On the water for a gear test in 

February, it was snug inside the 

awning and the view from the 

helm was actually OK.

It works well in summer, too. 

Four people aboard a 28-footer 

feels a lot less crammed when 

you’ve got an extra living room 

in port. When the weather is 

dismal, it’s great. On hot, sunny 

days, with the side, rear and front 

panels open and rolled up, it’s as 

airy as a bimini. Zipping up the 

windward side shuts out a cool 

breeze. I even sailed 20 miles 

with the awning up, just to see 

what it’s like. I wouldn’t bother 

again for coastal cruising but I 

would for a downwind passage 

offshore, under twin headsails.

There’s plenty of headroom, 

but the extra windage hasn’t 

made Cleave
r skittish at anchor 

or on moorings. A heavy boat 

with a keel like a barn door, she 

still lies to the tide, even in a 

stiff crosswind. 

‘Cruising feels a 

lot less crammed 

when you’ve got 

an extra living 

room in port’

With front, rear and side panels 

rolled up, it’s as airy as a bimini. 

There’s ample headroom inside

The new canopy was carefully 

designed to avoid any need to 

move Cleav
er’s deck hardware 

Fitting it

Using it
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